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®

Make your space work®



It doesn’t take research to tell us that we’re happier when 

we’re comfortable. We all do our best when we feel relaxed 

and supported. So who said comfort and productivity 

can‘t coexist? Say hello to Grove. It's the versatile lounge 

collection designed to help you greet, meet, focus, relax and 

accomplish more. Whether you’re looking to bring people 

together or respect their personal space, Grove is the 

natural choice.

A Welcome
Addition to
Any Space.
CONNECTIVITY AND
COMFORT COME NATURALLY.

Shown with Flock® seating

SCAN TO 
CHECK OUT 
GROVE ON 
HON.COM
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Thick, comfy cushions. A place to put your feet up, huddle up and power up. Remind you of home? Grove supports today‘s 
agile workforce with a change-of-pace lounge that delivers the comfort people crave, while encouraging focus and interaction 
throughout the workplace. Take a break from the workstation. Grab a latte with a colleague. Grove is proof that giving people 
choice over how and where they work can lead to a happier, more creative culture.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
Mid-morning breaks. Working lunches. Brainstorming sessions. There’s so much 
more happening in cafés these days, and Grove makes them all more comfortable.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
How you greet guests speaks volumes about you, and offering comfort, 
connectivity and convenience is step one toward making a great impression.

TAKE FIVE. OR TEN.
Enjoy a cup of joe. Pull up a chair with a friend. Get a quick change in scenery and 
stay productive away from the workstation.

NEVER DOUBLE BOOKED
Getting the conference room when you need it can be like winning the lottery. 
Grove settings with tablet arms and table top surfaces make it a win-win.

All the Comforts of Home

Shown with Flock® seating and tables
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Armless

Armless

Armless

Armless

Straight Arm

Straight Arm

Straight Arm

Tapered Arm

Tapered Arm

Tapered Arm

Straight Arm Tapered Arm

1-Seat

Grove is as comfortable in the workplace as it would be in a Museum of Modern Art. The design draws a crowd. The 

legs turn heads. The multi-fabric makes a bold statement. As attractive as it is, Grove’s natural beauty is rivaled only by its 

flexibility. There are four sizes and multiple styles to choose from. Accessories that support connectivity and collaboration. 

It’s why Grove has the look you’re going for, and the comfort and versatility people have been waiting for.

Sitting Pretty

2-Seat

2-Seat with Table

3-Seat

Shown with Ignition® 2.0 seating and Empower™desking
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For more information, visit hon.com/chairs/groveSee HON Pricer for complete product information.

Finishes

Brian Kane has spent over 40 years designing furnishings 
that have radically changed the industry and reshaped 
environments. His work has garnered more than 80 design 
awards, and his pieces are on exhibit at museums such as
the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art.

Brian Kane,
Designer of Grove

The HON Company
200 Oak Street, Muscatine, IA 52761

800.833.3964 | Check out hon.com
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hon.com/protected-marks. Models, upholstery  

and finishes are subject to change without notice.

Make your space work.

Natural 
Maple

Natural 
Maple

Harvest

Harvest

Pinnacle Bourbon 
Cherry

Bourbon 
Cherry

Cognac Shaker 
Cherry

Shaker 
Cherry

Mahogany

Mahogany

Mocha Loft

Designer 
White

Charcoal Black

Kingswood 
Walnut

Kingswood 
Walnut

Florence 
Walnut

Florence 
Walnut

Lowell Ash Natural 
Recon

Skyline 
Walnut

Phantom 
Ecru

Portico 
Teak

Table Laminate

Wood LegMetal Leg

Textured
Silver

Textured
Charcoal

Sterling 
Ash

Sterling 
Ash

Features
Leg Options Power GrommetTablet ArmMulti-Fabric

From sleek polymer to solid hardwood, Grove legs  
really let you express your style.

The optional multi-fabric 
selection coordinates  
two high-quality HON 
fabrics for limitless  
design possibilities.

We all need to stay con-
nected. Grove’s integrated 
optional power grommets 
support productivity away 
from the workstation.

There’s never enough work-
surfaces in lounge settings. 
This optional rotating tablet 
arm provides a perfect  
place for note-taking  
and laptops.

Field Elm

Beigewood Fawn 
Cypress


